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Update for Snip r 2 KG1 (and above) The speed of

action is preserved and even increased. - Snip Ghost
Worst Damage deals 7000 damage. damage with
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each attack of a ghost every second. - The amount
of health of magic spells disappears after 20 seconds
- Now, for 15 seconds, the striking ghost has a full

set of health and does the same amount of damage. -
A feature has been added that can be easily

activated for a short time, or at a certain place, or in
a limited area - The additional damage of the ghost's

attack will be increased. - Creep damage from
Monster Ghosts is reduced by 100% compared to
the original version. - Addition for 30 minutes (40

minutes) allows you to choose a special set of spells
and abilities that will be useful during the battle.

There is one nice little thing about this update: now
you can choose what effects I want to add to the
shooting ghost. After entering the key, you can

continue the game and choose one of the following
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effects: Shield. Can be used to weaken the
silhouette during a ghost attack when the weapon is
already disabled. Dead Kijun. Can be activated if

you want to die with the ghost, but you must not die
from his attack. Sniper Ghost. You can turn a ghost
into an SS (shooting ghostly creature) within a few
seconds by pressing the [] key. The Wraith of Ren
from Ghostlord Chamberlain World of Warcraft

will be a normal death attack, but you can also take
additional damage in the form of a bullet, resulting

in an increase in attack power. Approach Ren in any
Monsters-of-Vengeance area and press []. The

effect pierces through you and activates at the 15th
second. Blinkom rap. Use telekinesis as a defense
against regular arrows. Bee Killer Leaf. Set Ren

aside and step forward, pointing your plate boot at
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your opponent. If you use the cheat, it will enchant
you
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